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a b s t r a c t
In this study, we consider a simple system of water drops impacting cantilevered,
circular fibers with velocity 1.0–2.4 m/s. The dynamics of the system are complicated
because the motion of the drop and deflecting fiber at impact are highly coupled and
the outcome is influenced by several continuous variables. The unpredictable dynamics
of the system call for the use of computational tools that can reveal relationships
between variables and make predictions about the physical outcomes for parameter
values for which there is no experimental data. This study considers three fibers of
contrasting properties, with hydrophilic and hydrophobic wetting conditions, exposed
to a range of falling drop diameters and velocities. We predict maximal fiber deflection
due to the impacting drop using an ensemble machine learning algorithm combining
three base algorithms: a random forest regressor, a gradient boosting regressor, and
a multi-layer perceptron. We train and test our algorithm with experimental datasets
comprising 405 total trials using three different fibers and five input variables per fiber.
The approach allows the determination of relative dominance of the input features in
the prediction, reveals shortcomings of traditional scaling approaches for momentum
transfer, and shows that drop momentum plays only a minor role in fiber deflection.
Finally, our approach provides another example for the application of machine learning
to characterize complex and coupled systems in fluid mechanics.
© 2021 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The phenomena of water drops impacting cantilevered structures is ubiquitous in nature. Examples include blades of
grass, mammal fur (Dickerson et al., 2012a), insect wings (Dickerson et al., 2012b, 2014; Dickerson and Hu, 2014), laminar
leaves (Gart et al., 2015), and slender pine needles (Lebanoff and Dickerson, 2020). These ephemeral interactions are rife
with dynamic complexity as fluid and solid motion are highly coupled and reliant upon a plethora of variables with a
wide range of values. The characterization of these types of interactions has applications in fog harvesting (Andrews et al.,
2011), inkjet printing (Zhang et al., 2015), and energy harvesting (Ilyas and Swingler, 2015; Hobbs and Hu, 2012; Kim et al.,
2011). In this study we experimentally investigate the impact of water drops onto slender, cantilevered fibers, inspired
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by rainfall on suspended pine needles. Unraveling the physics of such interactions will lead to a deeper understanding of
how pines and other conifers cope with the physical stresses of rainfall, reduce the kinetic energy of raindrops landing
on the forest floor, and shed residual water that would otherwise hinder photosynthesis (Lebanoff and Dickerson, 2020;
Jenks and A., 1999; Smith and McClean, 1989). Further applications include the development of novel sensors that can
characterize and capture mass from passing drops, and flexible surfaces which can self-dry.
Although experiments of drop impact on cantilevered fibers have been performed previously using highly wetting
silicon oils (Comtet et al., 2016; Dressaire et al., 2016), these studies considered a smaller number of parameters than we
consider here. Furthermore, our experimental drop velocity V is generally higher than that of previous studies. A drop’s
impact onto a thin, flexible fiber causes a large angle of displacement and one of three types of collisions: drop capture
(entire drop remains attached to fiber post-collision) (Comtet et al., 2016; Dressaire et al., 2016; Kim and Kim, 2016),
impacts where the drop remains one body, and drop fragmentation. Impacting drops excite the fiber’s natural frequency,
with vertical displacement δ determined by momentum transfer and fiber properties (Comtet et al., 2016; Dressaire et al.,
2016). For large drop viscosity, impacts are inelastic and the initial speed of the fiber is proportional to V . In contrast, at
low viscosity the contact time between the drop and fiber varies inversely with drop speed (Comtet et al., 2016). Drop
capture is dependent on the fiber’s ability to slow the drop’s kinetic energy over a sufficient time to prevent drop breakup,
and is thus favored by slower drops and more flexible fibers (Dressaire et al., 2016; Comtet et al., 2016). To capture a
drop, the fiber must not begin its rebound, or reversal of motion, before the elongated drop begins to recoil.
The ability to predict the maximal amplitude of the undamped vertical displacement of the fiber tip δ0 for a given
set of initial parameters is a difficult task. Fiber density ρf and linear density ρf′ , surface wettability W , bending stiffness
K = EI, cantilevered length ℓ, drop diameter D, and velocity V are a few of the parameters which can vary in a natural
system and those we tested in this study. Here, E is elastic modulus, I = π d4 /64 is the area moment of inertia and d is
fiber diameter. The above variables can occupy a continuous range of values, and thus the parameter space has an infinite
number of combinations. Even if these select parameters could take only five values each, the experimental space would
contain 65 = 7776 possible combinations. Hence, the behavior of this simple system is an excellent candidate to explore
with machine learning.
Despite the widespread success of machine learning for studying complex problems, there have been only limited
attempts to apply machine learning to fluid physics. A recent examples is drop ejection from vibrating cantilevers (Alam
et al., 2020b,a), nearly the inverse of the problem at hand. More common, yet still seldom used in fluid mechanics, are more
traditional predictive tools such as Kalman filters to estimate parameters associated with hydraulic fracturing (Abhinav
et al., 2017; Krymskaya et al., 2009; Aanonsen et al., 2009), multiphase flow (Gu and Oliver, 2007; Jansen et al., 2008;
Lorentzen et al., 2003), multi-particle tracking (Volk et al., 2008; Adrian, 2005; Takehara et al., 2000), and empirical
models guided by large datasets (McMillan et al., 2017). Interactions like those in this study, highly coupled in solid–
fluid domains, stand to capitalize on machine learning algorithms with dimensionality-reduction techniques such as
orthogonal decomposition (Kutz, 2017; Tracey et al., 2015). It is intractable to derive the governing equations of the
highly coupled physics analytically, and thus machine learning provides a powerful tool to predict the outcomes of many
parametric combinations. Ensemble learning is a class of machine learning algorithms where multiple competing learning
algorithms are combined to train a predictive model, and typically outperforms any of the constituent learning algorithms
alone (Minku et al., 2010; Kuncheva and Whitaker, 2003; Brown et al., 2005; Melville and Mooney, 2005) by leveraging
the best traits of multiple approaches to generate a prediction.
To determine how system properties determine maximal displacement amplitude δ0 of our fibers, we perform 405
experimental trials with three different fibers, each with constant E and d. Both controlled and random experimental
combinations of the remaining property values are performed. For each trial the temporal displacement δ of fibers is
recorded to produce the outcome of interest δ0 for training and testing an ensemble machine learning algorithm. In
Section 2, we describe our experimental approach and in Section 3, we describe the algorithms which comprise our
ensemble approach. In Section 4, we discuss scaling maximum fiber displacement. In Section 5, we discuss algorithmic
predictions and compare against experimental data, pointing out the variables which dominate the physical response of
our system. Conclusions of our study are given in Section 6, and information on how to obtain our code and raw files is
provided.
2. Experimental approach
In this section, we describe experimental methods that are detached from computation but designed with subsequent
computation planned. We fix one end of the fiber onto a 3-axis adjustable platform while leaving the other free, as shown
by a schematic of our experimental apparatus in Fig. 1. Fiber length is customizable by relocating the fiber on the stage
and then adjusting the stage to realign the fiber to be struck by the drop at the free end tip. A nozzle of adjustable height
and supplied by a water-filled syringe generates drops. Drop size is modulated by 21 nozzles of various diameter and
length, which produce drop diameters ranging from 2.4–3.8 mm. Drops emitted from any single nozzle have variance
about the mean diameter of 1%–17%. Impact locations on the fibers are chosen such that the drop impacts as close to
the tip as possible without the spreading drop leaving the cantilever tip in the axial direction. A recent study (Lebanoff
and Dickerson, 2020) showed drop spreading on a fiber is generally 1.5D–2.5D for the impact conditions considered
in this study. Therefore for the longest 33-mm fibers, drops may impact 5%–14% the fiber length from the fiber tip. The
2
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Fig. 1. Experimental apparatus.
Table 1
Experimental fiber properties. For all measurements N = 3.
Fiber

d [mm]

ρf (g/cm3 )

ρf′ (mg/cm)

E [MPa]

K [N m2 ]

θe [◦ ] (W = 0)

θe [◦ ] (W = 1)

A
B
C

0.94 ± 0.02
0.80 ± 0.01
0.61 ± 0.01

1.29 ± 0.04
1.08 ± 0.02
1.08 ± 0.03

8.92 ± 0.55
5.41 ± 0.05
3.13 ± 0.06

6.86 ± 1.95
2745 ± 681
3334 ± 62

3 × 10−7
5.5 × 10−5
2.3 × 10−5

95.0 ± 3.7
78.3 ± 6.6
78.3 ± 11.0

156.0 ± 8.3
161.7 ± 0.9
160.7 ± 1.7

shortest fibers are shorter than drop spreading distances under certain impact conditions, in which case those trials are not
considered for analysis. An Edgertronic SC2+ films impacts at 3000–6000 fps by viewing the impact down the fiber axis.
Such a viewing angle permits the measurement of fiber displacement and ensures that only centric impacts are recorded.
We do not consider impacts where the drop centerline falls outside the fiber diameter, thus permitting a maximum offset
from perfectly centric impacts of ∼ 0.5 mm. Trials outside this tolerance were discarded. Positioning the camera normal
to the fiber axis allows the capture of images used for visualization purposes only, as seen in photographs below, and not
used for data collection. The scene is lit by a GS Vitec MultiLED LT lamp. We use three hydrophilic fibers sourced from a
R
Koosh⃝
ball (Fiber A), and ukulele strings (Fibers B,C), selected based on their range of moduli and fiber diameter. Fiber
properties are tabulated in Table 1. Moduli of elasticity is measured with MTS Criterion 40 tensile tester fitted with a 2
kN load cell. Contact angles are measured optically for sessile drops on untreated fibers and contact angles found with
R
the Contact Angle plugin for ImageJ. Unaltered fibers, condition W = 0, are sprayed with NeverWet⃝
to increase their
contact angle and make them hydrophobic, condition W = 1. Treated fiber contact angles are measured with Open Source
Physics Tracker (OSPT) while partly submerged in distilled water
The Navier–Stokes and elasticity equations govern a thin flexible fiber’s displacement in relation to aforementioned
system properties, but three-dimensional flow inside and on the surface of impacting drops is not resolved, preventing an
analytical solution to these coupled equations. Thus, a priori determination of parameter influence and dominance is not
possible. However, we wish to limit the number of tests while retaining significant relationships between input parameters
and output (displacement). As such, we split the experiment into two sections. The first uses random parameter values and
the other using controlled parameter values, as outlined in Tables 2 and 3 respectively. In random parameter experiments,
we generate 279 random parameter combinations (93 combinations per fiber) within a range specified in Table 2. Random
parameter combinations are chosen by a random number generator at www.random.org. In the controlled parameter
experiment, we perform a full factorial experiment onto Fiber A only, producing 126 total combinations. These parameter
combinations are meant to elucidate drop velocity V influence on Fiber A’s displacement in particular. We thus reduce
the number of nozzles to three, which are henceforth labeled 0, 1, and 2, producing approximately 2.9-mm, 3.3-mm, and
3.6-mm diameter drops respectively. As discussed in Section 5, we observe an uncertain relationship between V and δ
using random parameter experiment with Fiber A.
Experimental videos are processed with OSPT to extract drop size and kinematics, and to track time-varying cantilever
displacement at the tip. The displacement minima of the highly under-damped vibration curve are fit with δ (t) = δ0 eb ,
where δ0 represents the undamped maximum displacement which we report. Drop velocity was calculated by tracking
drop position over 10 frames pre-impact and fitting these points with a line. The velocity gain under gravity of ∼3.3 cm/s
within 10 frames, or 0.0033 s at 3000 fps, is insignificant. Drop diameter was measured with the circle fitter feature in
OSPT.
3
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Table 2
Range of values for each parameter in random parameter experiment.
Random Parameter

Range

Fiber length, ℓ (mm)
Drop height (mm)
Nozzle
Wettability, W

0–33
55–305
0, 1, 2, . . . , 20
0, 1

Table 3
Range of parameter values for combinations in controlled parameter
experiment using Fiber A only.
Controlled Parameter

Range

Fiber length, ℓ (mm)
Drop height (mm)
Nozzle
Wettability, W

10, 20, 30
88, 119, 150, 181, . . . , 305
0, 1, 2
0, 1

3. Algorithmic approach
In this section, we briefly describe ensemble learning and the base learners comprising our algorithm. A learner or
trained model is the output of a base learning algorithm. A base learning algorithm takes experimental training data as input
and creates a trained model. Training refers to the procedure that changes the parameters of the model until it achieves
a minimum (or a small) error. Our goal is to predict the fiber’s maximum displacement based on inputs such as fiber
length, drop diameter and velocity, fiber wettability, fiber diameter, and modulus. Ensemble learning is a machine learning
technique in which multiple base learning algorithms are combined to form a committee and achieve a more robust
prediction than can be accomplished by using a single model (Dietterich, 1997). The use of a set of models (an ensemble)
does not guarantee optimum performance but lowers the risk of a poor prediction (Wu and Xu, 2018). In the ensemble
learning process, many independent models are generated, a step referred to as ensemble generation (Mendes-Moreira
et al., 2012). The predictions of base learners are combined to form the output prediction.
Since the output of the prediction model is a continuous variable, δ0 in our case, the prediction problem in this
work is a regression problem, mandating the aforementioned committee is formed of regressors. We have implemented
three base learners as the ensemble committee: the Random Forest Regressor (RFR), the Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP),
and the Gradient Boosting Regressor (GBoost). These are well-known ensemble learners, which are frequently used in
regression problems. We use the Scikit-learn library, a free machine learning library for Python programmers, for the
implementation (Pedregosa et al., 2011). Each algorithm has a number of configurable parameters which we list in the
Online Supplement.
Below we briefly describe each base learner:

• The Random Forest Regressor (RFR) is itself an ensemble learning algorithm which is founded on a bagging
(bootstrap aggregating) technique (Breiman, 2001). Each model is trained using a different training set sampled with
replacements from the training data in a process called bootstrapping. In a random forest regressor, each model is a
decision tree, with inner nodes corresponding to decisions and leaves corresponding to the final prediction values.
In machine learning, a data point is represented as a vector called a feature vector in which each vector element
corresponds to a measurement value of an input variable. Given a feature vector, the decision tree starts from a root
node and follows a path in the tree based on the feature values and conditions of the nodes until it arrives at a leaf
node. After all decision tree models are trained, the final prediction value becomes the average of the predictions
of the individual decision trees. RFRs have been shown to improve on the overall performance of the individual
decision tree models by providing lower prediction error (Segal, 2004; Zhang and Ma, 2012).
• The Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) is a class of artificial neural networks that learns a function f (X ) : Rm → R0 from
a training dataset in which X : x1 , x2 , . . . , xm is the input and a set of features given to the network. Having a target
value y, the network learns f (X ) such that f (X ) ≈ y. An MLP is composed of an input layer, one or more hidden
layers, and an output layer. The input layer feeds data into one or more hidden layers. Each hidden layer transforms
input data through an activation function to produce input for the next layer. Finally, the transformed data arrives
at an output layer where it goes through a final transformation. Training an MLP involves adjusting the parameters
of the model such that the prediction error is minimized.
• The Gradient Boosting Regressor (GBoost) is an ensemble learning algorithm similar to RFR. However, unlike RFR,
which uses bagging, GBoost uses boosting. The key difference between bagging and boosting is that boosting trains its
base learners sequentially to build one decision tree at a time, adaptively rather than independently, and calculates
the average of tree outputs at the end. Each base learner is thus dependent on the previously trained base learner.
The term adaptive here refers to the data passed to the next base learner in sequence. The idea of the boosting
method is to pass along difficult-to-process data to train the subsequent model. In this way, the algorithm ‘focuses’
on training itself with data in which trends are difficult to determine and ultimately perform well with any input.
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Fig. 2. Ensemble learning: Weighted averaging over Random Forrest Regressor (RFR), Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) and Gradient Boosting Regressor
(GBoost).

Implementing both bagging and boosting techniques in our approach supports the accuracy of our prediction model
and provides a varying sampling method. Our method of ensemble learning is schematized in Fig. 2. The prediction of each
base learner is multiplied by an assigned weight before a summation forms the final prediction (Zhang and Ma, 2012).
Weights are determined by the non-negative least squares (NNLS) method which assigns weights to each base learner such
that the final prediction has the lowest prediction error possible given each base learner’s prediction accuracy. No matter
the distribution, the weights always sum to 1. We implement the NNLS algorithm created by Lawson and Hanson (Lawson
and Hanson, 1995) based on the following optimization problem:
minimize ∥Aω − y ∥2 ,

(1)

subject to ω ⩾ 0
where A is the matrix of predictions obtained by base learner models, vector y is the corresponding target value, and
ω is a vector of the weights for our three base learner models obtained by solving the optimization problem in Eq. (1).
Predicted values Pr from each base learner are multiplied by a respective weight in the regression to predict the actual
outcome. The ensemble learner makes final predictions by summing the product of each base learner’s prediction and its
respective weight vector,
Pr(ensemble) = ωRFR Pr(RFR) + ωMLP Pr(MLP) + ωGBoost Pr(GBoost)

(2)

The NNLS method is implemented after training each base learner by 10-fold cross-validation with shuffle to acquire
10 sets of predictions from each base learner. k-fold cross-validation is a technique in which we train the algorithm k
times repeatedly with a fraction 1/k of training examples omitted for testing purposes, resulting in lower variance of the
estimate (Bengio and Grandvalet, 2004).
4. Scaling maximum fiber displacement
We consider fiber flexibility and drop momentum to form scaling relations by which to compare machine learning
predictions and variable scoring in Section 5. In the simplest case, a cantilevered fiber at mechanical equilibrium displaces
under a static force, here taken to be the force of an impacting drop, δ0 ∼ F ℓ3 /K . We scale impact force F ∼ µDV as done
previously (Comtet et al., 2016) for low-viscosity liquids, where µ = 0.89 cP is drop viscosity. Thus, δ0 ∼ µℓ3 DV /Ed4 , but
these assumptions omit ρ and ρf , parameters important to momentum transfer.
Instead consider fiber momentum generated by an impacting drop, which under first mode vibration, can be written
as (Soto et al., 2014)
ℓ

∫
Pf =
0

ρf

π d2
4

2π f0 δ0

x2

ℓ

2

cos(2π f0 t)dx =

2π
3

Mf0 δ0 cos(2π f0 t) ∼ ρf ℓd2 f0 δ0 ,

(3)

where M = ρf ℓπ d2 /4 is the fiber mass and f0 = (K /M ℓ3 )1/2 is the first resonance frequency. The Reynolds number
Re = ρ DV /µ = 3380 − 9600 and D > d, thus drops flow around fibers over the course of impact rather than produce
5
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Fig. 3. Experimental displacement of Fiber A by changing length. We = 184 for all panels. (a) Fibers of various length impacted by a 2-mm diameter
drop traveling at 2590 mm/s. Cross hairs denote fiber tip location pre-impact. (b) Temporal displacement curves of fibers at three select lengths. (c)
Temporal displacement magnitude or vibration peaks and troughs across experimental fiber length.

inelastic collisions, as pictured in Fig. 3a. Despite circumferential flow we reasonably expect Pf ∼ mV , where m is spherical
drop mass. Thus, ρf ℓd2 f0 δ0 ∼ ρ D3 V , which can be written, omitting constants,

δ0
ρ D3 V
ρ D3 V
∼ 1 3 1 ∼ ′1 2 1 .
ℓ
d E2
d E2
ρf2
ρf 2

(4)

The work of Comtet et al. (2016) for drop impact onto flexible fibers provides yet another approach to predict
δ0 in
√
terms of input parameters, which may be compared to Eq. (4). Our drops have Ohnesorge numbers Oh = 3µ/ ρσ D/2 =
0.007 − 0.009 and impact velocities in excess of 1000 mm/s, and therefore all drops fracture at impact (Comtet et al.,
2016; Dressaire et al., 2016). Nevertheless, momentum transfer between the drop and fiber can be expressed,
Meff Vfiber ∼ F ∆t ,

(5)

where Meff = ρf π d ℓ/12 is effective fiber mass with a clamped boundary, Vfiber = δ̇ (0) is the initial fiber tip speed,
and ∆t ∼ D/V is the interaction time. Rewriting Eq. (5) we find Vfiber = µD2 /Meff is independent of V . Maximum tip
displacement δ0 = Vfiber τb /4 where the natural bending time of the fiber (Comtet et al., 2016; Dressaire et al., 2016)
2

τb =

2π

β

2

√
ℓ

2

ρf π d2
4K

,

(6)

and β = 1.875 for first mode vibration. Higher modes may be present for the longest fibers, but the timescale of first
mode excitation remains dominant. Neglecting higher-order vibration we can write

µD2 2
δ0 ∼
ℓ
Meff β 2

√

ρf π d2
4K

.

(7)

Rewriting Eq. (7) in terms of the same variables provided in Eq. (4) and omitting all constants,

δ0
µ D2
µ D2
∼
∼
.
1
1
3
2
ℓ
(ρf E) 2 d
(ρf′ E) 2 d

(8)
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Fig. 4. Relative parameter dominance scores for producing cantilever displacement, assigned by our ensemble algorithm trained with the random
parameter dataset.

We note Eq. (8) may also be derived by a combination of Eqs. (3) and (5), and provides a non-intuitive relation for δ0
as Eq. (8) is independent of drop momentum. We show below in Section 5 the seemingly nonphysical relation of Eq. (8)
highlights the relative insignificance of drop velocity for producing δ0 in our experiments. However, it is not obvious at
this juncture if either the scalings of Eq. (4) or Eq. (8) provide a physically relevant characterization of the system, as
both relations are derived using physical intuition. We must thus interpret their applicability alongside other approaches,
and in this case, machine learning predictions. At a minimum, the above relations of Eqs. (4) and (8) provide an assumed
dominance of each system parameter on fiber displacement and their contradictions exacerbate the need for a more
sophisticated approach.
5. Results and discussion
We impact cantilevered fibers with falling water drops to record their maximum displacement at impact using two
parameter schemes outlined in Section 2. Inputs to each trial, W , ℓ, D, V , d, E, ρf , and output δ0 is passed to the ensemble
algorithm described in Section 3 for training and comparison against algorithmic predictions. The trained algorithm assigns
a dominance score to each input variable that represents the relative influence of each parameter on generating fiber
displacement, as shown in Fig. 4. Fiber length ℓ is the most critical factor governing displacement. Fiber diameter d and
modulus E are likewise relatively dominant, contributing to fiber stiffness K . Holistically, the scores of Fig. 4 demonstrate
fiber properties are more important to maximal displacement than drop properties, a relationship captured by Eq. (8)
more so than Eq. (4). The mismatch between scaling relations and algorithmic scoring is perhaps due to the nature of
drop flow and breakup at impact which is not well-represented in the equations. The least significant initial condition is
fiber wettability W .
In this section, we present δ0 predictions alongside select experimental results for changes in ℓ, D, V , and W , and
implicitly changes in K by using three fibers. Unless otherwise specified, predictions of δ0 from our algorithm, described
in Section 2, are made by holding all but one independent variable constant. We thus predict the behavior of δ0 with
respect to a single variable. Predictions are made using three cases. In Case I, variables are fixed at their mean values:
ℓ̄ = 17 mm, D̄ = 3.1 mm, and V̄ = 2020 mm/s. In Case II, we fix variables at 0.5ℓ̄, 0.5D̄, and 0.5V̄ . In Case III, we fix
variables at 1.5ℓ̄, 1.5D̄, and 1.5V̄ . E and d values are fixed according to individual fiber properties (Table 1) and W = 0
(untreated fibers) for all three cases. In Case I, predictions are made within the experimental range of data used for
training. Cases II and III provide predictions outside of experimental range, in some instances, and thus give insight into
how the algorithm performs in extrapolation. Specifically, drop diameter and velocity lies outside of experimental ranges
for Cases II and III.
Ensemble predictions change with every iteration and thus the prediction plots below are representative of the general
predictive behavior and not exactly reproducible by subsequent executions of our algorithm. In the prediction plots that
follow (Figs. 5–8), we plot algorithm output in dashes and smoothed predictions with solid curves for enhanced trend
visualization. Prediction outputs can be noisy and contain artifacts, and thus smoothing is done post-prediction with a
second-order Savitzsky–Golay filter (Krishnan and Seelamantula, 2012; Watson et al., 2018, 2019, 2020; Smith et al., 2018)
spanning 33% of the prediction dataset. Future researchers may choose different smoothing parameters.
7
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Fig. 5. Prediction of δ0 versus changes in length for (a) Fiber A, and (b) Fibers B and C garnered by training the ensemble learning algorithm with
data from the random parameter experiment.

Fig. 6. Prediction of δ0 versus changes in length for Fiber A garnered by training the ensemble learning algorithm with data from the controlled
parameter experiment.

5.1. Fiber length
As expected, longer fibers experience greater values of δ0 as shown in the experimental images of Fiber A in Fig. 3a.
The drop moves lower in frame as the fibers become longer because the longest fibers continue downward motion after
contact with the drop ceases. The cross-hairs in Fig. 3a denote the location of the tip pre-impact. Changing the length of
the cantilevered fiber while keeping the drop characteristics unchanged yields the temporal displacement curves of Fig. 3b.
Longer fibers experience lower vibration frequencies and remain in motion for an extended time dictated by inertia and
various sources of damping (Gart et al., 2015; Alam et al., 2020a). By taking the absolute values of δ at displacement peaks
and troughs, we produce Fig. 3c, which compares displacement decay with time across length of Fiber A.
We plot predicted Fiber A δ0 values against length in Fig. 5a and note the similarity in displacement magnitude to
the experimental values of Fig. 3b,c, which were taken separately from our random and controlled parameter datasets.
While the exact axial curvature of our bending fibers was not measured, we estimate bending strain at the fiber base
ϵ ≈ 3δ0 d/2ℓ2 < 0.13 for the greatest deflections of rubber Fiber A, a value generated using Euler–Bernoulli assumptions
and one that decreases rapidly down the fiber axis. Curve-fitting the smoothed points of Case I in Fig. 5a reveals a best
fit δ0 ∼ ℓ0.87 (R2 = 0.98), which is in reasonable agreement with Eqs. (4) and (8), and δ0 ∼ ℓ fits with R2 = 0.97.
It is expected based on fixed variable values that δ0 for Case II lies below that of Case I for the entire range of length.
The dip in the prediction for Case III below that of Case I at approximately ℓ = 20 mm is peculiar and likely a result
of extrapolation error. Qualitative improvements in predictions for Fiber A are seen by training the algorithm with the
controlled parameter dataset, as described in Section 2. The controlled parameter dataset yields predictions of δ0 versus ℓ
8
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Fig. 7. Prediction of δ0 /ℓ by varying (a–b) V and (c–d) D, garnered by training the ensemble learning algorithm with data from the random parameter
experiment.

in which curves for the three cases do not intersect and are ordered on the plot as expected, as seen in Fig. 6. Curve-fitting
the smoothed points of Case I in Fig. 6 reveals a best fit δ0 ∼ ℓ1.28 (R2 = 0.96), which is again in reasonable agreement
with Eqs. (4) and (8), and δ0 ∼ ℓ fits with R2 = 0.93.
We measure, and likewise predict less displacement for Fibers B and C, shown in Fig. 5b, which are comparably stiffer
(Table 1). We note the broad shape of the curves for B and C are different than that of A. This is perhaps a result of the
considerable sag experienced by Fiber A (Fig. 3a) under its own weight, ensuring impacts onto the longest Fiber A lengths
are oblique. Curve-fitting smoothed data of Case I with a first-degree polynomial for Fibers B and C at lengths 10-mm and
beyond yields R2 = 0.995 for each. The abrupt change in slope at approximately 10-mm for Case I is due to our inability
to detect displacement at small ℓ. Experimentally, we find this lower limit of detection to be 2 mm, 14 mm, and 6 mm
for Fibers A, B, and C respectively, corresponding to the relative values of bending stiffness K in Table 1. Predicted δ0 is
as expected for Case III with the exception of δ0 ↛ 0 as ℓ → 0. Predictions for Case II are as expected above ℓ ≃ 15 mm,
while the rise in δ0 as ℓ → 0 is likely due to extrapolation error.
5.2. Drop size and velocity
At a length ℓ̄ the time to achieve δ0 , τ0 = τb /4, is approximately 7 ms for Fiber A and < 1 ms for Fibers B and C.
The passing time for the drop ∆t < τ0 for Fiber A and ∆t > τ0 for Fibers B and C across all drop speeds tested. Using
our randomized parameter experiment to train our algorithm, predictions for δ0 versus V , holding all other parameters
constant, is shown in Fig. 7a,b. The relative strength of ℓ over drop momentum to induce displacement, according to
Fig. 4 can be observed in the range of δ0 /ℓ across the domain of Fig. 7a,b. The slight downward trend for Case I in
Fig. 7a is a typical output of the algorithm for Fiber A and likely nonphysical because it contradicts the relations given by
static assumptions and Eqs. (4) and (8), and is in stark contrast to the predictions of Fibers B and C (Fig. 7b) for Case I.
Furthermore, the algorithm predicts Case III, which has a larger drop and longer fiber will deflect less than in Case I. These
predictions thus mandate another approach to algorithm training for Fiber A. Training the algorithm with systematically
varied data yields the positive correlation in Fig. 8a, as expected from scaling. Moreover, predicted δ0 /ℓ values for Case
III are greater than those of Case I, as expected.
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Fig. 8. Prediction of δ0 /ℓ by varying (a) V and (b) D garnered by training the ensemble learning algorithm with data from the controlled parameter
experiment.

Changes in drop velocity has a lesser effect on the stiffer Fibers B and C, ∆(δ0 /ℓ) ≈ 0.015 for ∆V = 1200 mm/s,
compared to ∆(δ0 /ℓ) ≈ 0.05 for Fiber A. The misbehavior of Case II predictions in Fig. 7b is associated with limitations
in experimental observations at short fiber lengths for Fibers B and C. Case II specifies a simulation length of 8.5 mm
and deflections become immeasurably small at 14 mm and 6 mm for Fibers B and C, respectively. Curve-fitting is not
done for the smoothed curves in Figs. 7a,b and 8a because of the disparity in the range of independent versus dependent
variables, yielding minute pre-factors. While our algorithm does predict increased deflection with V in Figs. 7b and 8a,
the correlation is weak (Fig. 4) across a large range of drop velocity, confirming the non-intuitive absence of V in Eq. (8)
is physically relevant.
Now, holding all other parameters constant, we predict how δ0 /ℓ changes with D in Fig. 7c-d. The algorithm predicts a
positive correlation between δ0 /ℓ and D under Case I for all the fibers. Larger drops have more momentum than smaller
drops and are able to exert force to the fiber for a longer ∆t, creating greater displacement and fiber momentum. Larger
drops likewise carry
√ greater elongation times, which at Oh < 1 is given by (Comtet et al., 2016) the inertio-capillary
timescale τic ∼ ρ D3 /8σ . As drop size increases, however, momentum transfer is less efficient as the drops flow more
freely around small targets (Dickerson et al., 2014). We rationalize that our predictions do not behave according to Eqs. (4)
and (8) by noting that larger drops are more susceptible to deformation (Dickerson et al., 2014; Yarin, 2006; Lejeune and
Gilet, 2019), and the smallest drops produce immeasurable deflection. Our predictions likewise show peaks and valleys
in the prediction of δ0 across the range of D. It is not clear if these changes in curvature are merely artifacts which can be
rectified by additional training data and more aggressive smoothing, or if physical relevance to drop breakup and flow lies
therein. Case III produces greater δ0 /ℓ predictions than Case I in Fig. 7d, indicating longer fibers experience proportionally
greater deflections than shorter fibers and support dominance scores in Fig. 4. As with Fig. 7a, the predictions of Fig. 7c
for Cases II and III appear non-physical. The prediction of δ0 /ℓ in Fig. 8b provides more intuitive predictions, but not ones
that do not follow Eqs. (4) and (8), as predictions are linear in all cases, potentially highlighting deformation effects are
not captured in our scaling relations.
5.3. Fiber wettability
The surface chemistry of a cantilevered fiber plays a role in the force it experiences by a passing drop. For this study,
R
we consider fibers of two conditions, untreated (W = 0) and treated with NeverWet⃝
(W = 1) that increases the
contact angle by approximately 60◦ –80◦ . An untreated and treated Fiber A struck by a drop is shown in Figs. 9a and
9b, respectively. The hydrophobic coating increases the transverse spread of the bifurcating drop and thins the resulting
symmetric lobes. One might expect this increase in lobe spreading would require a greater impact force imparted to the
fiber, as increased spreading angles correspond to greater momentum transition from vertical to horizontal. Furthermore,
drops more prone to breakup impart less momentum to cantilevered fibers (Comtet et al., 2016). As seen in Fig. 9c–d,
hydrophilic fibers experience greater δ0 across impact Weber number We = ρ V 2 D/σ = 100–600, where water density
ρ = 1 g/mL and surface tension σ = 72.9 dyne/cm. The physics underlying this observation are not well-understood for
such ephemeral and coupled three-dimensional flows.
We measure the drops’ contact time with Fiber A from the controlled parameter trial for both wetting conditions.
Contact time is the time interval from first contact to the moment when the passing drop is fully separated from the
fiber or the portion of mass left attached to the fiber (Lebanoff and Dickerson, 2020; Kim and Kim, 2016). Contact time
is plotted against Weber number in Fig. 10a. For a fixed fiber length, contact time for hydrophobic (W = 0) fibers is
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Fig. 9. (a) Drop impact on hydrophilic Fiber A. (b) Drop impact on hydrophobic Fiber A. (c) Temporal displacement of hydrophilic and hydrophobic
Fiber A. The unaltered fiber experiences greater displacement. (d) Non-dimensionalized displacement delta0 /D of Fiber A versus Weber number.
Hydrophilic fibers experience greater displacement across the entire range of experimental Weber number.

generally longer than hydrophobic fibers (W = 1) and independent of Weber number. Since we expect contact time
to be a function of drop velocity, its independence of Weber number supports the notion that drop momentum is not
dominant in creating deflection (Eq. (8) and Fig. 4). The hydrophilic fiber remains in contact with the drop for greater
duration, and thus the drops ‘‘pull" downward even after the bulk of their volume is below the fiber. In contrast, drops
impacting the hydrophobic fiber are only able to ‘‘push’’. Thus, we see a generally longer contact time is associated with
greater δ0 as shown in Fig. 10b. For a fixed value of δ0 , Fiber A with ℓ = 20 mm has the longest contact time (Fig. 10b),
and thus suggests that our data spans a local contact time maximum. At ℓ = 30 mm, Fiber A’s inertia dictates a decrease
in contact time over our range of experimental Weber number (Fig. 10a).
The systematic data collection of the controlled parameter experiment for Fiber A permits a view into the repeatability
of impact outcomes. Despite having no two trials with the exact same drop size and velocity, we do record a number of
trials that are similar. We show average D, V , and δ0 for Fiber A at three lengths in Table S1 or the Online Supplement.
Standard deviation values for δ0 are typically less than 10% for velocity variations less than 7%. Both wetting conditions
show comparable levels of repeatability.
5.4. Ensemble performance
A discussion of ensemble performance must be bifurcated to consider random parameter and controlled parameter
datasets separately. A portion of experimental data is withheld from training for the purpose of testing, as discussed in
Section 3. We plot predicted δ0 against measured δ0 in Fig. 11 using a semi-logarithmic scale. A perfectly performing
algorithm tested against data devoid of error would produce predictions falling on the curves of slope equal to unity.
However, experimental noise and numerical randomness produce variance in prediction. The algorithm performed
11
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Fig. 10. Contact time of the falling drop with Fiber A versus (a) Weber number and (b) δ0 .

Fig. 11. Algorithm prediction performance is seen graphically by comparing predicted versus measured δ0 for (a) random and (b) controlled datasets.
The dashed line represents exact agreement of predictions and measurements.
Table 4
Algorithm performance scores with 95% confidence interval.
Performance scores
R2
RMSE

Controlled parameter
RFR

MLP

GBoost

Ensemble

0.96
0.72

0.97
0.58

0.97
0.66

0.98 ± 0.001
0.57 ± 0.02

marginally better for the controlled (Fig. 11b) than random parameter dataset (Fig. 11a), which tends to under-predict
δ0 . The R2 score of the ensemble algorithm using the random dataset is 0.94 ± 0.01 and using the controlled data
is 0.98 ± 0.001. Individual algorithmic results are tabulated in Table 4, where we show R2 and root-mean-squareerror (RMSE) scores using the controlled dataset. The ensemble of the three algorithms outperforms the individual
performances. The use of ensemble learning reduces the probability that results are biased by the choice of a single
algorithm.
6. Conclusion and future work
In this study, we observe drop impact onto flexible, cantilevered fibers and record their maximal displacement.
This simple system has complex, highly coupled dynamics in fluid and solid domains making the outcome of fiber
displacement difficult to predict. Using experimental data, we train an ensemble machine learning algorithm to predict
fiber displacement across a range of six experimental variables: drop size and velocity, fiber diameter, modulus, length,
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and wettability. Our ensemble approach consists of three base learners as the ensemble committee: the Random Forest
Regressor, the Multi-Layer Perceptron, and the Gradient Boosting Regressor. The weight of the prediction produced by
each base learner was determined by non-negative least squares. Changes in fiber length have the greatest influence
on fiber displacement while fiber wettability has the least. Scaling relations developed by momentum transfer do not
well capture the relationship between variables in the experimental system in this range of Ohnesorge number and drop
velocity. Fiber properties rather than drop properties dominate maximal fiber displacement following drop impact. Our
results indicate the physics of this seemingly simple system remain under-characterized and traditional scaling techniques
are sufficient only over a small range of dynamical conditions. Greater experimental data would enhance predictive
performance and future directions of research include more granularity in the experimental range of surface chemistry,
drops of different fluid properties, and decoupling fiber diameter from bending stiffness. Though beyond the scope of
the current study, predictive tools such as the one developed and applied here may drive additional experiments near
inexplicable predictions to refine predictions or discover new physics at true local minima/maxima.
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